Experimental population design for estimation of dominant molecular marker effect on egg-production traits.
A potential limitation of the use of a dominant molecular marker system such as DNA fingerprinting (DFP) is the inability to distinguish homozygous from heterozygous allele state in an individual, and a resulting inaccuracy in estimating effects of the marker alleles. The objective of this study was to accurately estimate the effect of DFP markers on egg-production traits. A BC1 population was produced from two distinct layer lines. Four DFP bands, each originating predominantly in one of the two parental lines, were evaluated for linkage with egg-production quantitative trait loci in the BC1 population. The egg-production traits consisted of eight early period and seven late period measurements. Eight marker-trait linkages were identified out of 60 total statistical tests. By utilizing information on frequency of DFP bands in two parental lines, selecting F1 sires with DFP bands present, and backcrossing to the line lacking these bands, the population design allowed definitive identification of the DFP zygosity in the BC1 resource population hens. In this manner, accurate estimates of marker allele effects on egg-production traits were obtained from the dominant marker system of DNA fingerprinting.